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+ + + TIXX 1,286.75 Points ( -1.8% - Closing price Thursday, February 10, 2022 ) + + +

Bechtle AG
ISIN:   DE0005158703 | Index:   TecDAX

BUZZ*

1,037% +921%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

Jenoptik AG
ISIN:   DE000A2NB601 | Index:   TecDAX

BUZZ*

410% +295%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

CANCOM SE
ISIN:   DE0005419105 | Index:   TecDAX

BUZZ*

260% -687%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

Jungheinrich AG
ISIN:   DE0006219934 | Index:   MDAX

BUZZ*

74% -17%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

CECONOMY AG
ISIN:   DE0007257503 | Index:   SDAX

BUZZ*

52% -65%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

Aroundtown SA
ISIN:   LU1673108939 | Index:   MDAX

BUZZ*

49% -1%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

Sixt SE
ISIN:   DE0007231326 | Index:   SDAX

BUZZ*

39% -
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

     -

Talanx AG
ISIN:   DE000TLX1005 | Index:   MDAX

BUZZ*

30% +11%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

CompuGroup Medical SE & Co KgaA
ISIN:   DE000A288904 | Index:   TecDAX

BUZZ*

18% -141%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

HUGO BOSS AG
ISIN:   DE000A1PHFF7 | Index:   MDAX

BUZZ*

18% -101%
SENTIMENT** YESTERDAY

          

* Buzz is a measure of the strength of the communication about a stock. The value is always based on the average

communication about the respective stock. Average is 100%.

** Sentiment represents the meaning of the content of messages, tweets and opinions of market participants on a

stock. We indicate the sentiment on a scale of -100 to +100 points. -100 points means very negative and +100 very

positive. A value of e.g. +70 points is above average and fairly positive.

Updated at: 2/11/22, 3:40 PM
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Current Sentiment by Market
MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

DAX           
MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

TecDAX           
MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

S&P 500           
MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

FTSE 100           

MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

Euro/US Dollar           
MARKET CURRENT YESTERDAY

Gold           

Updated at: 2/11/22, 3:40 PM

Current development of TIXX

Important note: The Deutschland Top Aktien Index (TIXX) is not directly investable. UniCredit has issued an index

certificate on the TIXX for investors. This allows everyone to participate in the performance of the innovative stock

index. The index certificate on the TIXX with the security identification number HZ5UBV (ISIN DE000HZ5UBV2) can be

bought and sold on the Stuttgart, Frankfurt and gettex (Munich) stock exchanges as well as in direct trading with

UniCredit. Buy or sell orders for the index certificate on the TIXX are possible at any online broker as well as at all banks

and savings banks. Please note the risk information as well as our disclaimer.
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Appendix

Description

The Stockpulse Morning Briefing serves as daily information for the current discussion on stocks in social media and

traditional news. Based on the analyses by Stockpulse using Emotional Data Intelligence, the top 10 titles (e.g. stocks,

currency pairs, indices, crypto currencies or commodities) that are currently the focus of the discussion are displayed. The

morning briefing is offered for different categories, e.g. the most discussed stocks in the past 24 hours (Top Buzz Stocks),

the most positively or negatively discussed stocks (Top / Flop Sentiment), the most discussed stocks from special sources,

e.g. on Reddit or discord (Top Buzz Reddit Stocks).

An important component of the Stockpulse Morning Briefing is the listing of the most important news about the top

titles. There are five categories for which the news and posts are classified: traditional news, tweets, forum posts, chats and

ad hoc messages. The subject, timestamp, headline, a snippet of the text (if available), the author and a link to the original

message are displayed.

Glossary

Buzz: Buzz is a relative measure and indicates how much a title is discussed in the different sources or in a single source.

News and posts are collected in real time and summarized / counted in different time units. The number of messages in a

time unit is compared with the number of messages in the same time units from the previous days (on a daily basis it gets

compared simply with the values from the previous days). For some, highly discussed titles, 1000 messages can be a lot, for

others it can be very little. The buzz is given as a percentage and the average is 100%. A buzz value of e.g. 500% indicates

that the title is currently being talked about 5 times more than the average.

Change in buzz: The change values for the buzz are given in percent and relate to the value of the previous day in the

Stockpulse Morning Briefing, as daily values are always used in this report. A change value of e.g. 200% and a current buzz

value of 750% means that the buzz value of the title was 250% the day before.

Sent iment : The sentiment indicates the direction of communication. Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) the texts

are analyzed and sorted into positive and negative categories. Each text receives a numerical value that represents the

sentiment. The sentiment is not binary, but contains a strength and can theoretically range from -infinite to +infinite. Since

the sentiment values, like the buzz values, relate to the values from the same time periods of the previous days, it is a

relative measure and usually fluctuates around 0. The sentiment is an absolute value and is not given as a percentage. We

normalize the sentiment values in the Stockpulse Morning Briefing on a scale from -100 to +100 points. There can be

strong fluctuations in both directions, depending on how many positive or negative messages per unit of time are recorded

by a title.

Change in sent iment : The change values of the sentiment are given as absolute and normalized values. With a change

value of +30 and a current sentiment value of -10, the sentiment for the title was -40 in the previous period. Normalized

on a scale from -100 to +100 points.

Market  sent iment : The market sentiment is given for the main indices of the relevant markets. Basically, the calculation

and specification of the sentiment does not differ from the description of the sentiment above, only in relation to the

individual indices. The indices specified in this category are, in part, selected dynamically, depending on the region. The

Stockpulse Morning Briefing for the German market shows the most important German indices, for other countries the

important indices of the country.

Important  news: An important component of the Stockpulse Morning Briefing is the listing of the most important news

about the top titles. There are five categories for which the news and posts are classified: traditional news, tweets, forum

posts, chats and ad hoc messages. The subject, timestamp, headline, a snippet of the text (if available), the author and a link

to the original message are displayed.
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The importance of a message is determined by various criteria. There are manually verified users or authors whose

messages are generally classified as "more important" . Some sources have social interaction statistics, e.g. follower

numbers, the date the account was created, number of friends, karma points, source-specific scores, etc. Based on these

values, which are mostly source-specific, we favor messages from authors who receive a better overall score (Author Score)

on this basis.

Imprint

Stockpulse GmbH 

Gerhard-von-Are-Str. 2 

53111 Bonn 

Germany

Email: info@stockpulse.ai 

Website: https://www.stockpulse.ai 

Phone: +49 228 22787 536

Local Court: Bonn, HRB 22547 

USt-IdNr. §27a Umsatzsteuergesetz: DE278214678

Disclaimer

Stock exchange transactions, particularly forward, future, and options trading imply risks which can lead to a total loss of

your entire capital employed and other losses. Get professional and detailed advice from your bank about relevant loss

risks before making your investment decisions.

The information and data available in the Stockpulse Morning Briefing are only for information purposes. Stockpulse does

neither provide investment consulting or investment brokerage nor the call of buying or selling stocks, forwards, futures, or

options in the Stockpulse Morning Briefing. Despite extraordinary diligence Stockpulse cannot take responsibility for the

correctness, accurateness, or completeness of the information presented in the Stockpulse Morning Briefing. Each stock

volatility prediction as well as all given trading signals represent the exclusive opinion of Stockpulse, do not contain any

responsibility, do not represent any promises on future earnings, and are no call for imitation not even by implication.

Earnings realized in the past do not guarantee future earnings. This especially applies for trading signals. We explicitly point

out that it is possible that the suggestions generated by Stockpulse are not necessarily happening in real stock exchange

trading. We exclude liability for financial losses.

Stockpulse is not responsible for any loss arising from any investment based on a perceived recommendation.

Everybody who is using and registering for Stockpulse accepts the terms and conditions of the Stockpulse GmbH. Visiting

the Stockpulse Websites or using the Stockpulse Morning Briefing does not automatically imply a customer relationship.

There are no responsibilities, commitment, or liability with respect to persons or organizations.
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